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Photo: Remy Osman

Out of my comfort zone

A happy new year, everybody!
I wonder what surprises this one has in store?!

I was phoned in the week before Christmas by
BBC Wiltshire. They wanted me to talk on their
Sunday programme about … not Covid, not the
(brilliant! brilliant!) vaccine, not even
Christmas! but … Brexit!!! Remember that?

What do I know about Brexit? I said (apart from
that I truly didn’t want it to happen). But they
didn’t want me to talk politics, they wanted me
to discuss how the country could move on and
divisions could be healed. Could I please talk
about that for 3 minutes?

Hang on, I said, you’re talking to a Christian!
Our track record on healing divisions is
abysmal! We’ve fragmented into Catholics,
Protestants, reformed, traditional, orthodox,
Pentecostal … and pretty much failed to put
Humpty or any of it back together again. What
do I know about healing?

Please, they said.

mailto:kingalfredhall@gmail.com
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So I spoke on the radio (mercifully at 7.15am on a Sunday, with
maybe three people listening) about as far out of my comfort zone
as it is possible to be.

I talked about both smugness and bitterness being pretty useless
emotions, and both triumphalism on one side and resentment on
the other always ending in tears. (If they’d given me four minutes, I
might have talked about how monastic communities get along even
if the monks can’t stand each other…) But I think the one thing I
said that I want to share with you at the beginning of this year is
this:

Our journey of faith – with God, and with each other – can only
begin here; where we are.

Brexit has happened. Covid has emerged. We can’t wish them
away. Time spent longing we were somewhere else, or that the
world wasn’t the way it is, is time wasted. Each day, each year,
each lifetime starts with us sitting down with God and saying,
“Well, here we are Lord,” and God replying, “Yes, Sweetheart, here
we are.”

Then God’s miracles start to happen.

Stay safe. Stay joyful.
Rod x

The annual subscription of £10 for this magazine is now due.

Please send payment to Sue Haslop, 64 Sadlers Mead, 
Chippenham, SN15 3PL. 

Cheques should be made payable to St. Andrew's P.C.C. 
Thank you.
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Worship in Tier 3
Sunday 3rd January 2021 will be our first Sunday worship in Tier
3, and the wardens and I feel that we should change some of the
procedures to take account of the increased rate of infection that
we are now sadly experiencing in Chippenham. And I did
promise at the start, that if the local situation changed, we would
adjust what we do accordingly.

We’re so thankful that no one from our regular congregation has
had Covid so far, and we absolutely want to keep it that way! So
the short time between now and when our vulnerable folk have
all been immunised is crucial.

Several of our congregation have had their first jab, and from 2
weeks after, are thankfully safe. The second jab extends the length
of immunity, but the first gives you full protection. Don’t be
discouraged by the inaccurate media reports about needing a
second jab before you gain immunity – you don’t.

So these are the changes we would ask you to adhere to strictly:

• Wear a mask to enter church, pick up bread, service sheets
and pewsheet and go directly to a seat. Seats have been
spread out further, so you may not be able to sit where you
customarily do.

• If you choose, you may then remove your mask whilst seated,
as in a restaurant.

• There will be no taking of names, and your name cards are
not now needed, as we will simply take a photo of the whole
congregation at the beginning of the service. This will be on
an ordinary camera, not a smartphone, so it won’t get onto the
internet! Nor will it be looked at or printed unless we are
alerted to a positive case and need to ask those seated
adjacent to self-isolate. Visitors and newcomers whose names
we might not know, will be asked to write name and phone
number on a piece of paper themselves.
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• Sidespersons will not therefore stand by the doors, and you
should not stop to talk to anyone until seated.

• Singers will continue to lead our hymns for us, but will be
further spaced out, and please, no singers over the age of 70
for the present, unless you have had your jab at least 2 weeks
previously. The congregation are now asked not to sing even
quietly for the time being.

• At the end of the service, please put your mask back on and
leave immediately (unless you have a task to perform in
tidying up) and use the doors nearest to you – so north aisle
through the north door, south through south, and nave
through the glass doors. Please, no stopping to chat or
socialise until you are outside. I will go out immediately after
each service so that you can find me outside if you need to.

I’m sorry if these measures seem a bit draconian after the
relatively relaxed “new normal” we’ve been getting used to, but
cases in St Mary Street and Causeway make it clear that the virus
is close, and cases in nursing homes that have been following
very strict procedures, make it clear that it is now extremely
infectious. We don’t want to fall at the last fence when we have
all endured so much to keep everyone safe.

Thank you and God bless

Rod x

Correct at time of going to print, 3rd January 2021.

Please check the website and the latest Government 
guidelines for any updates.
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Thank You

Throughout this very weird year of 2020 with 
Covid-19, I would like to say on behalf of all 

the congregation of St Andrews and St 
Nicholas, a huge thank you to Rod for the 

services he has done during the shutdowns, 
and to Eryl for her reflections.

Another thank you to Barry Hayward for the 
work involved in getting the car park at St 

Andrews. It has been an enormous 
improvement. 

From the congregation 

A big thank you to all the Church flower arrangers for
their superb interpretations of their chosen carols.

They have been greatly admired by adults and children
alike during December, especially during the walk
through music events leading up to Christmas.

With all my best wishes to you all,

Dorryta
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Walk-Through Carols 2020
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Local History – Parliamentary “goings on” 

The first true Parliament of England was summoned by Edward 1 in 1295.
To it he cited by writ the Barons , Bishops, Knights of Shires and Burgesses
of Boroughs. These formed the three estates of the Realm – Clergy, Lords
and Commons and to this parliament were elected for the Borough of
Chippenham Johannes de Burle and Robertus Osgode.

Many of the men returned for Chippenham were famous in their day in the
county of Wilts and some have left their mark on the pages of English
history.Goldney ,Hungerford,Baynton Eyre, Long and others occur on the
lists again and again.

In early times the Burgesses elected to Parliament were paid for their time
and labours by their constituents. It will be noted that express purpose of
Queen Mary giving land to the Borough was to meet the great cost of
maintaining two Burgesses to parliament. All travelling then was on
horseback and the animals were as heavy as carthorses. Parliament was not
always held in London, it followed the King to York, Reading and other
places. The dangers and expense of these journeys were very great. It took
4 or 5 days to ride from Chippenham to London and the roads over the
Wiltshire downs, which was the shortest way, were infested with robbers.
Fathers of Chippenham before leaving home made their wills and took
solemn farewell of their families as though they would never see them
again.

Chippenham was famous for the manufacture of fine broad cloth, there is
not any evidence to suggest that the borough presented there MP’s with a
new suit but there is evidence that in 1603 , when John Hungerford and
John Roberts were elected that 94 householders were taxed 12d a piece
and 92 inhabitants 8d a piece to pay the wages at the rate of 2/- a day for
120 days.The members of Parliament were always elected in the old town
hall. If it’s walls could speak it would tell some startling tales of contested
elections and tumultuous nominations, excited pollings and unblushing
bribery,broken pledges and disappointed hopes.

The question was once asked “how many voters are there in Chippenham”.



It was answered “ there are 129 burgage houses in the borough and each
house has a vote but only 102 will vote now as 27 are occupied by widows
or maidens. Every freeman expects at least £10 for his vote. A sum of
between £3000 and £4000 must be deposited with responsible trustees. The
dinner will cost £500, the supper and ball, two days after, £500. The last
successful candidate did not pay one bill, even for cleaning his shoes.”

In 1741 Sir Robert Walpole had raised against his ministry a phalanx of
noblemen and gentlemen, called the country party. There was a contested
election in Chippenham, the government candidates were Alexander Hume
and John Frederick. Those of the country party were Sir Edmund Thomas and
Edward Baynton Rolt. Anthony Guy , the oldest of the burgesses of the town
was then High Sheriff and exercised weighty influences; he supported the
government. Thomas and Rolt conceived and executed a daring scheme to
get Guy out of the way. The under sheriff through illness had neglected to
make return of a writ and under pretence of an attachment Thomas and Rolt
arrested Guy himself and kept him in custody in one of the Chippenham Inns
overnight, even though he offered £10,000 bail for his release. The next
morning with the connivance of William Johnson the bailiff they hurried him
off to Devizes, where they held guard over him until the Chippenham
election was over. The election was won by the country party by a single
vote.

On a petition against the return that was heard by a committee of the whole
house of Parliament, the name of Chippenham now rang throughout the
land. Walpole was defeated by 16 votes and declared he would never sit in
the house again.

Barry Hayward
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Causeway circa 1870. Photo courtesy of Chippenham Museum
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Bell ringing around the world 
I came across this article about bell-ringing in Singapore. It would be 

easy to take the bells at St. Andrew’s Chippenham for granted, so I hope 
this is of interest and reminds us how lucky we are to live in a country 

where bells still ring out from our Churches! –Remy Osman, Editor

St Andrew's Cathedral, Singapore is home to South-east Asia's only
change-ringing band - an antique art of bell-sounding that can be traced
back to 1600s England.

A team of bellringers, comprising between 12 and 15 people operates
from within a hidden chamber in the belfry of the church in City Hall. The
chamber is accessible by a narrow, winding stairway. The group, was
trained over four months by visiting experts from England and Australia. It
first rang the bells for the cathedral's bicentennial Christmas carol service
in 2019. Forming a circle, with some on tiptoes, the bell ringers yanked on
heavy ropes attached to a custom-made structure that holds the bells,
swinging them rhythmically through a 360-degree arc in a descending
musical scale.

Change ringing is a method new to the cathedral. It follows the
institution's realisation some two years ago - on the prompting of
Australian bell-ringing expert Laith Reynolds - that the eight bells at the
monument had been rung "incorrectly" for more than a century. An iron
clapper had been used to beat the sides of the bronze contraptions. The
bells, weighing 4,871kg in total, were cast without suspension loops, and
were bolted to their frame, preventing them from being swung. The bells
were actually designed to be rung by swinging instead of striking them.
This style of sounding the bells, known as change ringing, produces a
fuller, richer and better-projected sound. By swinging through a larger arc,
a ringer can exercise more control of the strike interval.

The bells were given to the cathedral in 1889 by the heirs of an English
captain, and cast in the John Taylor and Co Foundry in Loughborough,
England - the same place the bells of St Paul's Cathedral in London were
manufactured. The cathedral's project to restore the eight bells and cast
five new ones at the John Taylor and Co Foundry, then hang them all on a
new, galvanised steel bell frame in the belfry, cost about $600,000, on top
of other works.
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There are more than 6,000 bell towers with change-ringing peals
worldwide, and are found in countries such as England and Australia. The
cathedral's set is the only bell tower in South-east Asia with a working
ringing peal.

The bells have always been rung to herald important services and events.
They are a call to worship. In the 1600s, bell ringing became a form of
recreation in England and teams of ringers participated in competitions.
Estimates put the number of bell ringers worldwide at 40,000.

Associate Professor Yeo Kang Shua of the Singapore University of
Technology and Design was involved in the bell and belfry restoration
project. He believes the refreshed peal will deepen public appreciation of
the historic church. "We now have an added aural dimension for the
public to better appreciate St Andrew's Cathedral.”

A version of this article appeared in the Straits Times on December 15, 2019, 
with the headline 'Bell ringers bring fresh ap(peal) to St Andrew's'.
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Fair Trade News

An arrival after a long journey is often a cause for rejoicing,
especially where many obstacles have been overcome. A seasonal
example would be the arrival to Bethlehem of the three kings who,
according to the much loved Christmas Carol, traversed afar over
field and moor and mountain in order to honour their new-born
saviour with precious gifts. Indeed this event is still much celebrated
in many parts of the world.

In fair trade circles a recent event which was met with much
jubilation was the return of the long-awaited Mauritian sugar to
Traidcraft’s headquarters. Many were the posts on the Traidcraft
Fairtraders’ Facebook page to mark this momentous occasion: from
photos of jubilant staff welcoming the delivery lorry and unpacking
crates in the warehouse to images of treasured packs of sugar
reclaiming their rightful place on church Traidcraft stalls up and
down the country.

Many thanks to those of you who have regularly bought sugar from
the stall at St Andrew’s and especially to those who have been
eagerly tracking developments over this past year as Traidcraft and
Craft Aid in Mauritius traversed their own fields and moors and
mountains in order to overcome a whole series of packaging and
transport issues.

While any Fairtrade sugar is a beautiful thing, the unique beauty of
Traidcraft sugar is that it is fairer than fair: not only does the trade
benefit smallholder sugar cane farmers, it also offers packaging work
to the employees of Craft Aid, 40% of whom are disabled, deaf or
have learning difficulties.
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To celebrate the return of this wonderful sugar - available in seven
varieties - here is a simple but delicious recipe with which to greet
the New Year:

Hannah’s Fork Biscuits: a recipe from the Dumfries Fairtrade Group

Ingredients:
(makes 12)
200 g softened butter
100 g caster sugar*
285 g self-raising flour
15 g cocoa*
icing sugar to decorate

*Available from St Andrew’s Traidcraft stall

NB These biscuits are delicately flavoured so you could swap up to
30 g of the flour for cocoa, if preferred.

Method:
• Preheat oven to 180° C/gas Mark 4. Lightly grease two largish

baking trays.
• Put the butter in a bowl and beat to soften. Gradually beat in the

sugar and then add the flour and cocoa together.
• Bring the mixture together with your hands to form a dough - it

may seem quite dry and crumbly at this stage. Form the dough
into little balls about the size of a walnut and place well apart
on the baking trays. Press them down with a fork.

• Bake in the oven for 15- 20 minutes. Lift off the baking tray and
leave to cool.

• Make some white icing with water and drizzle over them in
random patterns.

Happy New Year and God bless!
Debbie Warren
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Letter from Uncle Eustace: On how to deal with your 
church’s correspondence

My dear Nephew Darren,
You may have had several years of intensive training on biblical interpretation,

preaching and church history, but that doesn’t cover the really important matters in
parish life: how to evade disgruntled parishioners, run a brisk Summer Fete and, in
your case at present, deal with correspondence, either by letter or email.

My regular practice, which I recommend to you as a New Year Resolution, is
to read all the letters/emails you receive and then discard them. If the matter is truly
important, you will receive a second message, to which you respond; more likely, the
sender will either have forgotten all about his first letter/email after the second month
or will write to some other cleric instead. In either case, you will be saved a great
deal of trouble.

You only need two folders for your filing system, either for post or emails. The
first is for complaints; they are to be filed and ignored, no matter how many
duplicates you are sent. Should you be confronted personally, you simply say that the
matter has been passed on to the bishop. Those truly dogged complainants who
pursue the matter will eventually receive an episcopal reply saying he knows nothing
of the matter, for which you then blame the postal system/spammed email. After
letters and emails have ricocheted round the country for many months, the person
complaining will either have lost energy to pursue the matter, or the will to live.

The second file receives all other correspondence/emails chronologically. The
earliest letters and emails will be at the bottom of the pile and the most recent on the
top. In my experience, the postal file only needs attention when it reaches a height of
about two feet and becomes unstable. The practice then is to discard the lower six
inches and allow it to continue its steady growth. If the stack is kept in the church
vestry, then mice usually attend to the papers on the bottom of the pile.

Sadly, your own church, with its electronic systems for filing, sorting and
retrieving correspondence and with your parish secretaries, removes all of these
blessings at a stroke. You have therefore no excuses for not dealing instantly with
every note that comes your way. As ye sow, so shall ye reap.

May I also remind you that not even St Paul, that unflagging letter-writer, ever
ended one of his letters with a request for a prompt reply. Need I say more?

Your loving uncle, Eustace
(The Rectory, St. James the Least)
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Answers on page 16

Across
1 ‘Again Peter denied it, and at 
that moment a — began to crow’ 
(John 18:27) (4)
3 Fetters (Job 33:11) (8) 
8 Perform on a musical 
instrument (1 Samuel 16:23) (4) 
9 Paul describes it as ‘the third 
heaven’ (2 Corinthians 12:2–4) (8) 
11 Loyally (Deuteronomy 11:13) 
(10) 
14 Hens? Me? (anag.) (6) 
15 Not visible (Matthew 6:6) (6) 
17 Predicted site of the final great 
battle (Revelation 16:16) (10) 
20 Jacob’s youngest son (Genesis 
35:18) (8) 
21 One of Zophar’s eleven sons (1 
Chronicles 7:36) (4)
22 For example, London, Paris, 
Rome (8) 
23 United Society for the 
Propagation of the Gospel (1,1,1,1)

Down
1 Favourite church activity:
Fellowship round a — — —
(3,2,3)
2 Divinely bestowed
powers or talents (8)
4 Pile together (1
Thessalonians 2:16) (4,2)
5 Commanded to justify
(John 8:13) (10)
6 Timothy’s grandmother
(2 Timothy 1:5) (4)
7 Killed (Psalm 78:34) (4)
10 One of Graham
Kendrick’s best-known songs,
— — King (3,7)
12 Indecency (Mark 7:22)
(8)
13 Unceasing (Jeremiah
15:18) (8)
16 He prophesied ‘the
abomination that causes
desolation’ (Matthew 24:15)
(6)
18 British Board of Film
Classification (1,1,1,1)
19 Pans (anag.) (4)
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Services at St. Nicholas’ Church, Tytherton Lucas
(January 2021)

January 10th: Evensong with communion, 3.30pm                         

January 24th:  Communion, traditional language, 3.30pm

Sheila Laurence
sheila.a.laurence@gmail.com, 01249 740687

100 Club Draw
The winning numbers in November 2021 were: 

32 (£100), 40 (£40), 29 (£25)

The winning numbers in December 2021 were: 
1 (£100), 6 (£40), 36 (£25)

ACROSS:1,Cock.3,Shackles.8,Play.9,Paradise.11,Faithfully.14,
Enmesh.15,Unseen.17,Armageddon.20,Benjamin.21,Beri.22,
Capitals.23,USPG.

DOWN:1,Cupoftea.2,Charisma.4,Heapup.5,Challenged.6,Lois.7,
Slew.10,TheServant.12,Lewdness.13,Unending.16,Daniel.18,BBFC.
19,Snap.

From the Registers
Wedding:
20th December 2020 - Jessica Jane Bartlett and Oliver Richard Pitkin

Funeral:
14th December 2020 - Muriel Irene Morris
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Parish Directory

Who’s Who?
Parish Priest:
Rod Key (01249) 652788
St Andrew’s Vicarage
54a St Mary Street
SN15 3JW
Keychippenham @gmail.com

Lay Ministers
Eryl Spener 651565
Margaret Gubbins 248757

Churchwardens
Jenny Norris 812945
Barry Hayward 653322

Deputy Churchwardens
Margaret Harrison 652148
Maurice Chadwick
Mauricechadwick25 @gmail.com

Church Administrator
Sue Hollands 655947

Organist and Music Director
Paul Fortune 652643
Paulandmyra25 @gmail.com

Magazine Editor
Remy Osman
remyworldpeace (at)hotmail.com

Magazine Distribution
Sue Haslop 323765

Head Server
Michael Sammes 654608

The Church Office
Market Place, SN15 3HT
Tel: (01249) 655947

Sacristan (at St. Andrew’s)
Brian Elliot 463230

Sacristan (at St. Nicholas’)
Elizabeth Sexton 660235

PCC Secretary (St. Andrew’s)
TBC

PCC Secretary (St. Nicholas’)
Sheila Laurence 740687

PCC Treasurer
Chris Norris 812945
chris_norris51 @hotmail.co.uk

Assistant Treasurers
Brian Elliot 463230
Wendy Reeves 650622

Weekly Notice Sheet
Ros Harford 812190

Care Group Co-ordinator
Eryl Spencer 651565

Youth and Children
Eryl Spencer 651565

Gift Aid Officer
Wendy Reeves 650622

Giving Officer
Ros Harford 812190

Electoral Roll Officer
Ros Harford 812190

Parish Safeguarding Officer
Jen Corton
standrews.safeguarding@outlook.com

Health and Safety Officer
TBC

Groups and 
Organisations at 

St. Andrew’s

Robed Choir and Singers
Paul Fortune 652643
Paulandmyra25 @gmail.com

Bell-ringers
Caroline Emerson 658708

Prayer Circle
Eryl Spencer 651565

Mothers’ Union
Margaret Gubbins 248757

100 Club
Margaret Harrison 652148

Vineyard Card Sales
Jackie Hannis 443779

Traidcraft
Debbie Warren
Debbie @cdjm.co.uk

Flower Arrangers
Dorryta Hayward 653322

Coffee Shop Co-ordinator
Caroline Emerson 658708

PCC Sub-Committees

Fabric Committee
Paul Wilson 07515357666 

Social Events
Dorryta Hayward 653322

Social Responsibility
Dick Spencer 651565

Organ Rebuild Committee
James Adman
james.adman @gmail.com
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To make arrangements for 
Baptisms, Marriage, Reading of 
Banns etc or to Book the Hall or 
Church or concerts and events, 

please email us at 
st.andrewschurch @zen.co.uk

mailto:standrews.ssafeguarding@outlook.com


When You Pray . . . .

To be grateful is to recognize the Love of God in
everything He has given us - and He has given us
everything. Every breath we draw is a gift of His
love, every moment of existence is a grace, for it
brings with it immense graces from Him.
Gratitude therefore takes nothing for granted, is
never unresponsive, is constantly awakening to
new wonder and to praise of the goodness of
God. For the grateful person knows that God is
good, not by hearsay but by experience. And that
is what makes all the difference.

19Final Thoughts

Thomas Merton 
(1915-1968)

A Prayer of Trust

A Final Word

I am praying everybody at St. Andrew’s is able to be vaccinated
from this horrible virus as quickly as possible. I am praying that
despite all of the difficulties, cancelled services, and new Tier
restrictions on us, this really will be the only difficult winter we
have with Covid, and by next year it will be a past event. I can’t
wait until I never have to publish another word about Covid in the
Herald! Maybe one day when our civilisation has learnt how to
prevent another pandemic ever occurring again, a future issue of
the Herald will contain a curiosity piece about how decades ago
worship was cancelled and then socially distanced services took
place in Chippenham and across the country. Maybe a future
congregation will even decide to try the ‘new’ version of the
Eucharist we have when we all hold up our own piece of bread –
and perhaps they will find it an equally powerful moment of shared
worship?

A happy and healthy 2021 to you all. The vaccine brings real hope.
Let’s pray it also brings new joy soon!

Remy Osman – Editor
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Church Services
St. Andrew’s Parish Church, Chippenham with St. Nicolas’ Tytherton Lucas

We currently offer the following services which follow the latest 
social distancing regulations to specifically address the needs of 

people in different situations in our congregation:

St Andrew’s Church Chippenham

9am Eucharist
Alternating between traditional and contemporary language,
this is a said service, particularly suited to those who have
been shielding. Please bring your own bread – the wine will
not be shared at present.

10.30am Eucharist
For all those who are less isolated in daily life, families and
all who are happy to sing. Bring your own bread – wine will
be shared in individual cups. Singing will occur in a safe
way according to the latest guidelines and rules.

St Nicholas’ Tytherton Lucas
3.30pm October to March and 6.30pm April to September
1st Sunday: Evensong with communion
3rd Sunday: Communion, traditional language.

Correct at time of going to print, 3rd January 2021, please check the 
website and the latest Government guidelines for any updates.

This issue of the magazine was sponsored by:

Heywood Insurance: 3 Church Street, Melksham, SN12 6LS
info@heywoodinsurance.com, 01225 703531


